Our Purpose
To increase integrity and
confidence in elections,
for the benefit of the
voters of Connecticut. We
provide independent
audits, audit
observations, and reports
focusing on the integrity
of elections and election
administration.

Voting is the foundation of democracy. Some say it is a pre-Constitutional
right, to choose our government, established by the Declaration of
Independence. Today voting integrity is as important as ever, and perhaps we
are even more aware and concerned with voting vulnerabilities.

Vote Citizenship is of little value if we do not vote. Not voting
assures that your vote won’t count. If you value democracy, vote! If
you want change, vote! If you prefer stability, vote!

Audit Connecticut has paper ballots which provide evidence to
verify results and provide confidence in elections. Ballots are of
little value without sufficient recounts and audits. Connecticut is
one of about one-half of the states with post-election audits.

Observe Checking ballots by officials is insufficient. Public
confidence requires public verification - transparency and direct
public observation and analysis. That’s where you can participate
further in authentic Democracy!
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Did My
Vote
count?

Did Your
Vote
Count?

Were They
Counted
Accurately?

Were They
Counted
Exactly
Once?

You can help provide answers!
Volunteer one day as a Post-Election Audit Observer
Audits are conducted starting on the fifteenth day after the election and two to
three weeks thereafter. Observers commit to one day. You sign up for days on
which you can be available to observe audit counting sessions. Once dates are
set by municipalities, you are matched to an opportunity in your area.
Observers have reported that the observations are a great opportunity for
learning about our election system and the challenges faced by election officials.
Observers also appreciate the opportunity to contribute directly to
election integrity and democracy itself.
We provide training materials, conference call training, and
VIDEO training. Get more information and volunteer at:
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Sign-Up Now! CTElectionAudit.org/volunteer

